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ABSTRACT 

An example of an operator product expansion is worked out for the . 

Thirring model D The Thirring model involves a two-dimensional zero 

mass Dirac field $ interacting via the Fermi interaction. The model 

is scale invariant but the dimensions of local fields in the model vary 

with the coupling constant A p It is shown that ti has dimension 

l/2 + h2/4*2 (1- h2/41r2)-l, while the composite fields F$ and $ y5ti, 

appropriately defined, have the dimension (1- A/2 n) (l+ h/27r)-l. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper’ several new hypotheses were proposed concerning the 

short distance behavior of strong interactions. One of the hypotheses was that 

products of currents (or other local fields) at short distances would have “operator 

product expansions” of the form 

T j&x) jy 69 = c Cwy (X-Y) O,(Y) 
n 

(1.1) 

where the On(y) are a complete, linearly independent set of local fields, and the 

functions CWy (x-y) are functions which give the singularities of the current- 

current product when x- y. Another hypothesis was that the strong interactions 

would become scale invariant at short distances; 2 
in particular the functions 

C wv (X-Y) would reflect scale invariance when x-y is small except for small 

finite mass corrections D A third hypothesis was that the dimensions of the fields 

On would be different from the dimensions of fields in any free field model of 

current algebra. To be precise the dimension of the current jP would remain 

the same as the free field dimension (namely 3 in mass units) because this 

dimension is fixed by Gell-Mann’s current algebra. However the dimension A 

of the pion field would differ from the dimension predicted by any free field 

model; this dimension was considered an arbitrary parameter since there is at 

present no way to compute it. 

It should be helpful to see how these hypotheses work in a model field theory 

which can be solved explicitly. The Thirring model, 3-6 namely a Dirac field.in 

one space and one time dimension interacting via the Fermi interaction, is a 

suitable example for this purpose. In this paper an example of an operator 

product expansion in the Thirring model is worked out. Also the dimensions of 
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the field $, the current jP and the scalar and pseudoscalar fields F$ and 

Fy5ti are computed. These dimensions indeed differ from free field dimen- 

sions, except for the current. There is a much more thorough discussion of 

the operator product expansion in Ref. 6, Section IV. 

II. THE THIRRING MODEI; 

The Thirring model involves a Dirac field $(x) in one space and one time 

dimension. The field is coupled to itself by the current-current interaction 

A jP(x) jP(x), where A is the coupling constant and jP is the current $yP$ ., 

Provided the mass of the field is zero, the model can be exactly solved. A 

transparent method for solving the theory is described by K. Johnson.4 He 

uses the fact that in the zero mass theory both the vector and axial vector 

currents are conserved. He also needs the result (special to one space dimen- 

sion) that the axial current is just E 
PV 

times the vector current, where E 
PV 

is the covariant antisymmetric tensor. From these results Johnson is able to 

reconstruct the two- and four-point Green’s functions of the theory, Any 

Bn-point function can be derived by Johnson’s method. 5 

The Thirring model is clearly a special theory, depending for its solution 

on special properties of two-dimensional space time. However any general 

feature of quantum field theory, which one expects to hold for all quantum field 

theories, must hold in particular for the Thirring model. The operator product 

expansion is a property which one would like to hold generally so it is worth 

investigating whether operator product expansions exist in the Thirring model. 

Furthermore, working with the explicit formulae of the Thirring model is one 

way to get experience with operator product expansions. Finally, the Thirring 

model is one of the sources for the idea that the dimension of a field is a 

dynamical quantity, i.e., dependent on the strength of the interactions of the 

field. 
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The two- and four-point functions obtained by Johnson are as follows: 

W-Yl = i<S2IT ~(x)~(y)ls1>= exp -ih(a-a) D,(x-y) I 
G,(x-y) w* 1) 

G(xx'yy') = -<Q 1 T 'b(x) $(x1) F(f) T(Y) 1 Q> 

ih(a-a y5, y5x,) DO(x-x’) - DO(x-Y’) + DO(Y-Y’) - DO(Y-x’) II 
X G(x-y) G(x’-y’) - (term with x--x’) (II* 2) 

where IQ> is the vacuum state, T is the time-ordering symbol, Go(x-ST) is the 

free Dirac propagator (zero mass) and DO(x-y) the free propagator of a zero 

mass scalar field. Also 

a = (1 - x/279-l (II* 3) 

‘; = (1.k h/27l)-1 p-41 

The spin matrix ‘y5x multiplies G(x-y), the spin matrix y5x, multiplies G(x’-y’) o 

The exchange term in Eq. (It.2) is sufficient to make G(xx’yy’) antisymmetric 

to either x-x’ or y- y’, as is required by Fermi statistics. Explicit for- 

mulae for the free propagators are 

Do(z) = (-i/41r) In (-z2+ ie) (De 5) 

Go(z) =+ (1/27r) $ZP (z2-iE) -1 w 6) 
The function G(x-y) has been normalized arbitrarily. Customarily the normali- 

zation of G is fixed by the canonical commutation rules, but in the Thirring 

model with interaction, 1/1 does not satisfy canonical commutation rules4 and 

can be normalized arbitrarily, One can also add an arbitrary constant to Do 

without affecting anything except the normaliz ation of $ ; this fact can be used 

to replace In (-z2+ ie) by In 1 where x0 is a constant length, thus 
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making the argument of the logarithm dimensionless. The constant x0 is put 

equal to 1 here. Johnson also obtains matrix elements of the current jfi(x); in 

particular 

i<n IT j”(y) J/(x’) F(y’) 1 C?> = (8” a+ .ecrV &y5) Vz DO(y-x’) - Do(y-y’) 
[ 1 G(x’-y’) 

UW 
Explicit forms of $“” , l pV, and the 7 matrices used here are as follows 

(~***2s = (1, -1) @w 

p= -1, El*=1 (a* 9) 

(y”,r1,r5, = (02,icr1,03) (II. 10) 

where cr’ 2 
, c , and cr3 are the Pauli matrices. 

From the Green’s functions it can be seen that the field $ is scale invariant, 

and the dimension of $ can be determined. If $ is a scale invariant field, then 

there exists a unitary transformation U(s) with the property 

u+(s) ‘h(x) U(s) = sd ‘+qsx) (II. 11) 

where d is the dimension of $ in mass units. By conjugation one gets also 

u+(s) (r(x) U(s) = sd F(sx) (IL 12) 

Assuming the vacuum to be invariant to scale transformations, one has 

-iG(x-y) =<OIT $!‘(X) F(y)Ifi>= <a I U”(s) T ‘k(x) F(Y, U(s) I ‘> tn. 13) 

Because U(s) is unitary (U(s) U+(s) = 1) one has 

U+(s) T G(x) F(y) U(s) = U+(s) T ‘k(x) U(s) U+(s) p(y) U(s) = szd T’&sx) F(sy) 

(II. 14) 

Hence scale invariance and an invariant vacuum imply that 

G(x-y) = s 2d G(sx - sy) (II. 15) 
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Similarly 

G(xx’yy’) = s 
4d 

G(sx, sx’, sy, sy’) 

Both these equations are satisfied by Johnson’s solution provided that 

d = i/2 + (~~/47r~) (1-~~/47r 2 -1 
) 

(II. 16) 

w- 17) 
The scaling law for G(x-y) follows from the fact that DO(x-y) is a logarithm in 

(x-Y)~ so the exponential of Do is a power of (x-Y)~. The scaling law for 

G(xx’yy*) follows from the fact that the exponential in Eq. (Il. 2) is independent 

of scale transformations (since the exponential involves differences of logarithms 

which can be combined to involve only dimensionless ratios); one is left with the 

product G(x-y) G(x’-y’) which scales as s 4d . 

Similar arguments hold for the Bn-point functions. Hence all the Green’s 

functions are consistent with scale invariance and an invariant vacuum. This 

means that the theory is scale invariant and has an invariant vacuum, unless 

there is some feature of the theory that cannot be determined from the Green’s 

functions and is not invariant. I do not know of any such. 

When A=0 the dimension d is .5 which is the dimension of a free spinor field 

in one space, one time dimension. The dimension .5 is what one predicts 

for G using the canonical commutation relations. For nonzero A, d is greater 

than .5, which is inconsistent with canonical commutation relations, but one 

already knows that the canonical commutators do not hold for do. As ~-+2x, 

d -m, so the departure from the free field dimension can be arbitrarily large. 

Furthermore d need not be an integer or half integer. Clearly one has to modify 

one’s usual picture of what a dimension is in order to accept the dimension that 

$ has in the presence of interaction. 
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Using Johnson’s solutions for the two- and four-point Green’s functions 

one can construct the leading terms in the expansion of T 4(x) F(y) for x near 
. 

Ym6 To be complete one must use all the 2n functions; this problem will not be 

discussed. 

Consider first the free field limit (A=O). In this limit one can express the 

T product in terms of a Wick product: 

T I//(x) F(y) = -i GO@-y) I + : $(x) ‘s;(y): (II. 18) 

where I is the unit operator. To obtain an operator product expansion one must 

express the Wick product in terms of local operators of y. This is accomplished 

by expanding : ti(x) F(y) : in a Taylor’s series in x-y: 

: ‘/b(x) F(Y) : = : l/l(y) F(y): + (x-YfL :[vp IL(Y)] T(Y): + - - l (II. 19) 

This expansion is legitimate for any given matrix element of the operator . 

: I&X) F(y) : because the x dependence of the matrix element depends only on the 

momenta of the states in the matrix element and is smooth as x - y. In contrast 

one cannot expand T +(x) F(y) in powers of x-y because of the Go term which is 

singular when x-y. The operator product expansion for T G(x) F(y) is 

T $(x) F(y) = -i GO(x-y) I+ : $(y) T(y) : + (terms of order (x-y)) (n. 20) 

In studying the generalization of this expansion to interacting fields the terms 

of order x-y will be ignored, to simplify the analysis. Also the operator 

: fi(y) F(y) : is actually four separate operators because ti and 7 both have two 

components. It will be convenient to generalize each component separately to 

the case of interacting fields. A convenient separation of : G(y) q(y) : into 

components is to define 

f+*(x) = G(Y) (I* 75) @tYl: (II. 21) 
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and 

j*(x) = &Jr) (r’ f ro, ‘b(Y): (D-22) 

The operators j*(x) are just the combinations j’(x) f j’(x) of components of the 

current f(x); the generalization to interacting fields is that j*(x) continue to be 

j’(x) f j’(x). The fields Q,(x) do not have an a priori generalization to the inter- 

acting case. The matrix elements of $a will have to be determined as part of 

the calculation which determines the generalization of Eq. (II. 20). 

The generalization of Eq. (II.20) which will be obtained here for interacting 

fields has the form 

T +%I &Y) = -iW-y) I+ C,(x-Y) $+(Y) + C,(x-Y) $-(s3 

+ c,(x-y) j+(x) + C,(x-y) j-(y) + Remainder (II. 23) 

where the “Remainder’* includes terms which are smaller by at least one power 

of x-y than the terms Cl.. . C4. The functions C 1(x-y) . . . C,(x-y) are 2x 2 

matrices labeled by the spin indices of ‘b(x) and F(y). When this expansion is 

sandwiched between the operators $(x1) and F(y’) one obtains the following: 

-G(xx’yy’) = -G(x-y) G(x’-y’) + C,(w) <S-J 1 W+(y) ‘&XT) T’(Y’) 1 f-2> 

+ C,(x-Y) -=‘IT~-(Y) (jl@‘) F(Y’W> 

. 
+ C,(x-y) < Q 1 Tj+(y) @(x’) ?(Y’) IQ > 

+ C,(x-y) < 52 1 T j-(y) ‘l’/(x’) T(Y’) 1 52 > 

+ Remainder (ll. 24) 

It is this formula that will actually be derived. It implies that when x-y is small, 

G(xx’yy’) can be written as a sum of products of functions of x-y (C1, etc .) times 

functions only of y,x’, and y’, apart from a small remainder term. 
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The calculation which gives Eq. (L 24) will now be laid out. It is simplest 

(in the author’s experience) to work with spin components in an explicit repre- 

sentation of the y matrices, rather than writing formulae in covariant form in 

terms of y matrices. The representation has already been given (Eq. (II. 10)). 

It is convenient to introduce the following definitions and formulae. For any 

space-time variable x let 

1 0 
xi =x fX (II. 25) 

Then 

where 

Define 

Define 

Note that 

x2 = (xo)2 - (xj2 = - x+x- 

X-Y = x*y* - x1y1 = l/2 
E 
X+Y- + X-Y+ 1 

#= 3 -i (u+x+ + u-x-) 

u* = l/2 (crl i icr 3 

5 = x-y 

Z = x1-y 

z' = y"y 

p = A(a-G)/47r = Af2n (1 - A2/4r2)-l 

y= u4n(a -Z) = A2/47r2 (1 - A2/47?)-l 

y/P = P/(y’l) = Ah 

d = l/2 + y 

W-26) 

u-I-27) 

(II. 28) 

(II. 29) 

W-30) 

(L 31) 

(II. 32) 

w-33) 

(II. 34) 

(It. 35) 

tn. 36) 
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Also 

Now a whole sequence of formulae will be quoted giving explicitly various 

components of ‘G(xx’yy’) and other matrix elements. These formulae are all 

straightforward to derive from Johnson’s formulae (Eqs. (II. 1) , (II. 2)) and 

(II. 7)). The formulae are separated by components of &(x’) and F(y’), since 

for each component separately of $(x’) and F(y’) one has a matrix element of 

T +(x) T(y) to study. In the following, “Remainder” means a term smaller by 

at least one power of 5 than any term given explicitly. The matrix elements 

supplied besides G(xx’yy’) are: matrix elements of j*(y), for all A, and matrix 

elements of c#~,(y) for free fields. Only the nonzero matrix elements of these 

operators are listed. Note that in Eq. (II.2) for G(xx’yy*), the matrices y5, 

and ‘y5xl are diagonal because of the representation (IL 10); yfjx and’y5xl will be 

either +l or -1 depending on what components of $(x) and $(x’) are being con- 

sidered. The first and second terms in both Eqs. (lI.44) and (II.48) below are 

of order 6 -2y-1. These terms are expanded to order fS2y, i.e., terms of 

order 6 -27-l and 4-2y are kept in the expansion, the remainder being of order 
-2ytl 

5 l For all other terms only the leading order in 8 is kept. 
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A. Matrix elements with G,(x’) and Fl(y’) 

< a 1 T $tx’) I/l(x) ‘j;(y) &(Y’) 1 Q > 

=-~[z~(z’-5)y [(z-[f (e’)y [(z-zff q-p (6 -z’)- z+ 

x l/2 (l-u3) (II. 38) 

= + $ [z2z92]~- y-1 [- (z-z’,2]-~ z+z: p2p l/2 (1 -u3) 

+ Remainder tn. 39) 

<a IT ‘I$@‘) CPJY) ?,(Y’) 10 = - -+ (z2z’ 3 -’ <2z+z’J (for X=0) (II. 40) 

B. Matrix elements with +,(x1) and F2(y’) 

< 52 IT ‘4,(x’) ‘b(rc) i&y) ?,(Y’) 1 fi> = - -$ [z2(z’-tq -y-l 

x [(z-$ Z’yJ [(z-z’,” q-p (e-z’,, z- x l/2 (l+u3) (II.49 

= + -.-$ [z~z’2]P-~l [- (z-z’)y zpz- (-[3-P x l/2 (l+v3) 

+ Remainder (II. 42) 

<S-i IT ‘,b2(x’) 4+(y) F2(Y’) I a> = - L (Z2Z’2)-1 
4r2 

(22 -9 (A=*) P-43) 
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C. Matrix elements with &1(x’) and F,(y’) 

< 0 1 T ‘b,(x’) G(x) q(y) ;i;,(y’) I 0 ) 

= $ [52(z-z’)q-~1 [(z-g (z’)y [(z’-5t z2l-P r-(Z-Z’)+u- 

+ 5 [e2,(z-z’)y [(z-f,2 zq y [(z’-s,z zy -7 5+ (z-z’,+ u+ 

- $ [z2 (z’-[)q-+ [(Z_r,2 2’2]Y [(z-zy gq-r,+ @-z’)+a+ 
(It. 44) 

1 =+- 
4r2 c I 

-(z-z+ -9-l (z-z’)+ (-IZ;+ tp- + t+u+ 
[ 3 

+ -$ [-(z-zpy (z2z’y 

x [p (z-z’)+ (z-z’)- z+z; (-1Y-y -l [t2 0.’ + (y+l) P-l 5, s-q-j - 

+ y(z-zf z-z’- (-&-y-l [By-l s,r- u- * &+ I} 
+ Remainder 

= -i (7rA)-l p [- - (z z’)~ 1-y-l [z2z’“]-* (z-zp+ (z-zy z+z; 

<a 1 T $(x1) j-(y) ?,(Y’) 1 Q > 

= -i (nA)-l y [- - (Z z’)~ I-+ [z2z’“]-’ (z-z’ c z-z’, 

- 12 - 
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D. Matrix elements with ti2(x’) and T,(y’) 

<fi 1 T +2(x’, ‘b(x) ;J;tY) ?,(Y’) I Q > 

= -$ [p(z-zy] -qz-$ (z,,“]” [(.f-ff zg-p f+ (z-z’)-u+ 

l 
7 f4z z, 

[ 2 - t q-y-1 [(z-f,2 zq y [(z,_p,2 zy -’ f- (z-z’p~ 

- -“i [z2 (z’-f)2]-Y-1 
4n 

bz-f? zq y [(z-z+ 521-y (f -z’)- z-u- 

(Il. 48) 

+ Remainder 

<QlT $,(x1) j+(Y) $(Y’) I 0 

= - i (nh)-’ y [- - (z z!)~ ] -y-l [z2z’“]-’ (z-z’)! z+z: 

, 

< Q lT 1/1,(x’) j-(y) $(y’) I a > 

= -i (*NW1 p [- - (z zfj2 1-y-l [z2zq-* (z-z’)+ (z-z’)- z-z! 
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Given Eqs. (II. 38) - (II. 51)) it is straightforward to verify the expansion 

(II. 24). The first term G(x-y) G(x*-y’) is known explicitly and becomes the first 

term in the expansions (II.45) and (lI.49). In the free field limit $+(y) has a 

nonzero matrix element only between ‘/“,(x1) and T2(y’). Furthermore, in the 

free field limit the matrix elements of the other three operators ($,, j+, and j) 

with $2(x’) and q,(y’) all vanish. This turns out not to be an accident; it is a 

consequence of the conservation of axial charge, namely the charge whose 

current is the axial current E c(‘j v. From the commutation rules given by 

Johnson4 $, and ?I have axial charge ‘i while (ci and 5, have axial charge 

(-$. Hence, from Eqs. (II. 21) and (II. 22), j* have axial charge 0, 4, has 

axial charge B?&and $- has axial charge -2a. The total axial charge of all fields 

in a nonzero vacuum expectation value must add to 0. Thus r#‘+ has nonzero 

matrix elements only with fi2 T,, $- with ti, T,, and j* with $I ‘i’,, and ti2 $J,. 

Let us assume that $+ and $- continue to have. axial charge 2: and -2; respectively 

for nonzero A. Then only the Cl term in Eq. (II. 24) will occur in the expansion 

of the IG;(x’) . . . ‘;L2(y’) matrix element of T $(x) T(y). Comparing Eqs. (II. 24) 

and (II. 42)) we see that they agree provided that 

c,(f) = bl (-f2)+ l/2 (1+,,3, (II. 52) 

-1 <fJ 1 T ‘/“,(x1) #+(y> F,(Y’) 1 52>= (4r2b,) [z~z’21p-Y-1 [‘(2-z’q-~ zp”- 

(II- 53) 

where bl is an arbitrary constant. The value of bl is unimportant since it can 

always be changed by changing the normalization of $+ . Since C I and the matrix 

element depend on different variables, both are determined from the single 

equation (II.42) except for the scale factor bl. Apart from the scale factor 
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Eq. (II. 53) reduces to the known free field matrix element of 4, (Eq. (It. 43)) 

when A-O. 

An analogous argument gives 

C 2 (6) = b 2 (-t2)+ l/2 (l-03) (II. 54) 

< 52 1 T fi,(x’) @J53 ;i;,(y’) 1 Q> = W2b2) -1 [z2z?2]w~ [y,,z] -p Z+z! 

from Eq. (II. 39). 

(II* 55) 

To determine the C3 and C4 terms in the expansion one can look at either 

the til(x’) o e e F,(y’) or the G2(x’) . . . $,(y’) matrix elements. Consider first 

the 6,(x’) . . . T,(Y’) matrix element (Eq. (II.45)). The first term in its ex- 

pansion matches the G(x-y) G(x’-y’) term in Eq. (II. 24). The other term in 

Eq. (II.45) is a linear combination of j+ and j matrix elements. This is easily 

seen since the matrix elements of j+ and j- are known explicitly. Comparing 

Eq. (If. 24) with Eqs. (Lf.45) - (II.47), and using Eq. (II. 35)) one gets 

C,(t) = (+WW (-52)-y-1 [ ff cm + PO t+[,~r+ 1 (II. 56) 

The coefficients of these functions in Eq. (II.45) are precisely the matrix elements 

of j+ and j- given by Eqs. (II. 46) and (II. 47). 

One can also determine C,(t) and C,(e) from the G2(x’) . . . &(y’) matrix 

element. Using the identity (n:.35), the result is again Eqs. (JI.56) and (U.57). 

With Cl..* C4 given by Eqs. (II. 52)) (II. 54), (II. 56)) and (II, 57), and the 

nonzero matrix elements of $* and jf given by Eqs. (II. 53)) (II. 55), (11.46)) 

(I1.47), (JI. 50), and (If. 51)) it is now seen that the expansion (II. 24) holds with 
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the remainder being smaller by one power of 5 than the terms kept for each 

axial charge component of I//(x) F(y). 

Given the matrix elements of $* and j* one can determine the dimensions 

of these fields. Using the same type of analysis as was used earlier for G(x-y) , 

one finds that scale invariance implies 

<a 1 T $(x’) $Jy) ti;(y’). I Q>= s (d + 2d) <D I T (//(sx’) Q(Q) F(sy’) I Q2) + (II. 58) 

where d+ is the dimension of $* and d the dimension of $ (given by Eq. (It. 36)) o 

Comparing this requirement with the explicit formulae (IL 53) and (II. 55)) one 

gets 

d9 = (l-h/2113 (l+u27r)-1 (n. 59) 

The same analysis for j* gives its dimension as 1 always. This is required in 

-0 (4) any case if the equal time commutation rule for r// with J is scale invariant. 

While the dimension of @increases with A, going to 03 when A - 27r, the 

dimension of the composite field 4 decreases with h and goes to zero as A - 2n. 

In the free field limit $* has the same dimension as the product T+!I; but this is 

nolonger true in the presence of interaction. The current j* also does not have 

the dimension of sr,G in the presence of interaction, nor do $* and j* have the 

same dimension in the presence of interaction. So the dimensions of the fields 

$8 e* , and j* get almost totally scrambled by the interaction. 

Scale invariance requires that the 5‘ dependence of C!,(t) . D e C,(t) be such 

as to make dimensions match in all terms of the expansion (II. 24). ’ 
, 
For 

example, from the dimensions of $J, F, and $* one deduces that Cl must obey 

C,(5) = s 2d-de C,(s4) (II. 60) 
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This formula is easily verified using Eqs. (It. 52)) (II. 36)) and (lI. 59). C2, C3, 

and C4 also can be shown to scale according to the analogous rules. 

Thus we have the beginnings of an operator product expansion for T G(x) F(y) 

in the Thirring model. A complete analysis would require studying matrix 

elements of T ti(x) $0 with arbitrary many other fields, and expanding to all 

orders in x-y. But such an analysis would be more than an exercise. The 

above analysis should be sufficient to clarify somewhat the nature of an operator 

product expansion and to emphasize the dynamical character of dimensions of 

fields in the Thirring model. 
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